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QUESTION 1

The checkbox "Use default value" is checked and the corresponding input field is disabled, as shown in the graphic
above. How does Magento represent this state in the corresponding EAV value tables? 

A. no row with a value for this store view and a row with value NULL for default 

B. no row with a value for this store view and a row with any value for default 

C. a row with value NULL for this store view and a row with value NULL for default 

D. a row with value NULL for this store view and a row with any value for default 

E. no row with a value for this store view and no row with a value for default 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Given an EAV-based data model whose data is stored in the table foo_entity, in which table would you find the values
for an attribute of the varchar type? 

A. foo_entity_attribute_storage 

B. foo_entity_varchar 

C. entity_attribute_varchar 

D. foo_entity 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Assume that PayPal has presented a new API for online purchasing that you are going to use. Which class should you
extend for doing that? 
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A. Mage_Sales_Model_Quote_Payment 

B. Mage_Payment_Model_Info 

C. Mage_Payment_Model_Method_Abstract D. Mage_Sales_Model_Order_Payment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following API protocols does native Magento support? 

A. REST 

B. XmlRpc 

C. POST 

D. Open Social 

E. XQuery 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the name of the shopping cart item created from a recurring product? 

A. Nominal 

B. Non-nominal 

C. Virtual 

D. Recurrent 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

For which two of the following composite products could the options be shipped separately on the frontend using
"Checkout with multiple addresses"? (Choose two) 

A. configurable physical product 

B. bundle product consisting of physical products 
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C. grouped product consisting of physical products 

D. bundle product consisting of virtual products 

E. grouped product consisting of virtual products 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 7

The final price for the product on the product view page is__________. 

A. taken from the catalog_product_index_price table 

B. taken from the catalog_product_index_price_idx table 

C. taken from the catalog_product_index_price_f inal_idx table 

D. calculated on-the-fly on php-level 

E. pre-calculated in the products price attribute 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which file path correctly identifies the location of a modules install/upgrade scripts inside the primary module directory? 

A. sql// 

B. var/scripts/ 

C. scripts/ 

D. / 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You want to define a list of quote object attributes that are copied to the order object when an order is placed. 

Which one of the following statements is true? 

A. You can define this list by modifying the list of elements found in the configuration with the xpath
global/fieldsets/sales_convert_quote. 
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B. You can define this list by modifying the list of elements found in the configuration with the xpath
global/sales/quote/item/product_attributes. 

C. You can define this list by checking the checkbox on the attribute edit page in the admin. 

D. You cannot modify the list of fields copied from quote to order because the process is hardcoded. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

When setData (\\'some\\', \\'value\\') is called on an EAV entity and the entity is saved to the database,
__________________. 

A. the \\'value\\' of the attribute named \\'some\\' is saved in the eav_values table 

B. the \\'value\\' of the attribute named \\' some\\' is saved in one of the entity\\'s tables depending on its datatype (for
example, entityname_varchar) 

C. the data will be stored in the EAV registry making \\' some\\' \\'value\\' available to the entity 

D. the \\'value\\' of the attribute named \\'some\\' is saved in the eav_attribute_values table 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is an advantage to using an EAV-based model instead of a model storing data in a single table? 

A. An EAV-based model can be used to store a broader range of data types. 

B. A single EAV model can represent objects with dynamic sets of attributes. 

C. Data for an EAV data model will load from the database much faster. 

D. Use of an EAV architecture automatically de-duplicates data stored in the database. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to display a grid for a custom collection. After extending Mage_Adminhtml_Block_widget_Grid, which two of
these methods should you implement? (Choose two) 

A. _getCollection ( ) 
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B. _prepareCollection ( ) 

C. _prepareColumns ( ) 

D. toHtml ( ) 

E. render ( ) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following block methods is the best to override when there is a need to customize how the block\\'s html is
rendered? 

A. _toHtml ( ) 

B. toHtml ( ) 

C. setLayout ( ) 

D. renderLayout ( ) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You are implementing an observer Method for the event controller_action_predispatch, and$action contains the action
controller passed via $observer->getControllerAction 0. You want to display the customer/account/login page instead of
the currently requested one. 

Which three of the following methods successfully accomplish this? (Choose THREE) 

A. B. C. D. E. 
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F. G. 

Correct Answer: AEG 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which one of the following classes does NOT exist in Magento? 

A. Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Widget_Form_Element_Abstract 

B. Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Widget_Form 

C. Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Widget_Form_Container 

D. Mage_Adminhtml_Block_Widget_Form_Element 

E. Varien_Data_Form_Element_Abstract 

Correct Answer: A 
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